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Abstract. Research results relies on the cooperation of National Kaohsiung 
Normal University Industrial Design and Cultural Affairs Department of Ping-
tung County. Method of Cultural Creative Design shows Pingtung County  
cultural connotation will display in the Pingtung County villages and towns 
characteristic commodity design, is helpful to the designer regarding the villages 
and towns discussion and the understanding. Entrusts with the new annotation 
and the creation using the design Taiwan multi-dimensional tribal grouping tribal 
group culture characteristic, expected that achievement of this research will be 
helpful to design on the cultural commodity in the future reference. 
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1   The Advance of “Creativity Taiwan” 

In this globalized time, society's cultural structure and the various countries' economi-
cal state are having the fierce change.  

In June, 2002 the government proposed that “challenges 2008 national prioritize 
project”, and “the cultural creativity industrial development project” which composed 
of different department. This will be our first time regard abstract “the cultural soft-
ware” as important national construction project. “Creative Taiwan” will plan for the 
future administration goal and the prospect. Not only creates the economic efficiency 
by the culture, but also has included the invisible value added. The cultural creativity 
industry's goal is conformity with place wisdom and the cultural art vitality, applies it 
in the industrial development by challenge in accordance to the globalized  

Content including three directions: 1. cultural art core industry, 2. design industry, 
3. creativity support and peripheral creativity industry. “The creativity support and the 
peripheral creativity industry” is one projects of cultural creativity industry; how  
to add “creativity” in the culture is the key point in the project of cultural creativity 
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industry. And assists each villages and towns development in the place culture crea-
tivity industry, promotes the place industry creativity economy the value. 

2   Meaning of Culture Creativity Industry 

In 1996 UNESCO declared that culture is the foundation of our progress. Culture 
represents a country art and accumulate characteristic of life's experience.  Culture 
unifies into new inspiration and creation. By the creativity culture resources is repre-
senting connotation and characteristic of country culture. Definition UNESCO gives 
to cultural industries the union creation, the production and the commercial content. 
Based on this content essentially, have the intangible asset and the cultural concept 
characteristic, and obtains the protection of intellectual property rights, but presents 
by the product perhaps the service form. From the content, cultural industry may 
regard as the creative industries; or in the economic domain, named it future oriented 
industries; Or in the technology domain, named it content industries. 

UNESCO mainly divides cultural creativity industry into three items: the cultural 
product, the cultural service and the intellectual property rights. Cultural product 
refers to books, magazine, multimedia products, software, CDs, movie, videotape, 
acousto-optic entertainment, craft and the fashion design. Cultural service included 
the performance (theater, opera house and circus troupe), publication, news newspa-
per, media and the construction service. They also include the seeing and hearing 
service (the movie to retail, the television/radio program and the home video; Produc-
tion all stratification plane for example duplication and photographic printing; the 
movie displays, wired / satellite, with broadcasts the facility or the movie theater 
property rights and the operation and so on), library service, file, museum and other 
services. 

In the new century cultural creativity industry is must strive. Across culture ex-
change and establishes a cultural creativity product though the communication. Be-
come a kind of exchange that might be person to person, or person to thing. Takes 
advantage of this promotes Taiwan's industry, from OEM to ODM and finally, 
achieves OBM the goal. Enhances design can value up the price of product. By the 
culture adds the value design industry, homemade brand, promotion product value 
added, that is OBM as Figure 1 [2]. 

After modern global environment highly information, the invisible distance is 
smaller, the country and country's demarcation line gradual fuzziness, between the 
region the difference concept also receives gazes, people started to pay attention on 
the characteristic region culture. Creates the new style art of local, lets the residents 
approve the local culture, and promotes the competitive power, facing the globalized 
competition, keeps pace with the international culture. The world various countries 
also develop design style stressed that oneself culture characteristic, the cultural char-
acteristic can strengthen the product difference, displays the local culture connotation. 
The creation product distinctive quality conforms to the modern design guidance 
expense environment. 
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Fig. 1. Smile curve economical concept map (Lin, 2008) 

3   Villages and Towns Designer's Impetus 

Taiwan itself has the bright indigenous people culture, experienced, the Qing Dynasty 
Han nationality in the historical path to immigrate for the first time clearly. According 
to the time Japanese-style ideological trend style influence, the Kuomintang and 
Communist Parties war latter two Han nationality immigrants. In recent years has 'the 
foreign bride' to invest this land to pour into the new cultural element for Taiwan. 
Each time's fusion rendezvous, lets Taiwan have the rich historical culture connota-
tion. Surrounding in many foreign culture exchanges in the historical evolutionary 
process, also lets Taiwan's cultural multi-dimensional diversification.  

In 2006, Ministry of Economic Affairs sets at variance with again the structure way, 
the series connected national 319 villages' and towns' local characteristics industries, 
by most close to the daily life, arouses the people approval with yearned to Taiwan 
villages and towns characteristic product OTOP (One Town One Product). Various 
counties city are pondered in the literary arts activity's promotion, stressed on the local 
characteristic or custom festival celebration. Under “OTOP” background, promotes the 
expanded culture field of vision or the literary arts exchange international art festival; 
perhaps sightseeing of historical construction culture. Also by local folk custom culture 
art festival's characteristic and lively; or promotes in accordance to the season on be-
half of the place industry culture characteristic agricultural special products takes the 
promotion. 

Besides the seasonal agricultural product, should promote represents culture of 
commodity the local characteristics. From the cultural product's angle, the villages  
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and towns may relate the place story to the client by Characteristic commodity. Lets 
the clients feel or the thorough experience understood that tradition of local, its his-
tory, manners and customs, and all related cultural event. For villages and towns, may 
condense the place the centripetal force, establishes to the cultural approval. May 
assist the place development, and attract people come to have sightseeing not only 
make economic developing, also brings the rich exterior resources. The resident can 
gain the sense of achievement and proud of this, and establishes the long-term mar-
keting opportunity. 

4   Culture and Design 

By traditional culture's analysis, transforms its cultural connotation the creativity 
product 

4.1   Cultural Commodity Design 

Design is to all around, one kind of concise words which explodes not without reason 
to the world. The cultural product is the cultural element which contains in view of 
the cultural utensil or the cultural state itself, performs to carefully examine with 
examines thinks. The utilization design will have the cultural element, by conforms to 
present's new form development, and seeks the cultural depth energetic stratification 
plane satisfying. 

Take historical cultural element to deduce carefully, might observe cultural charac-
teristics then and so on life background, use way, and thought humanities. When 
commodity design joins the space and time background factor, lets the life have the 
exchange, the consumer approve the external life style to have the Trans-Culture 
study. The products contain the culture and using the design improves the life quality, 
promotes another kind of subconscious economy, and produces design way that we 
call “cultural design”. 

Leong [1] elaboration of visible product starts in the basic life, takes the connection 
by the social knowledge, finally is the energetic promotion, or material's localization 
and demand, after using product function values. This design itself gives the culture to 
produce into the valuable system, by a simple construction inspected the cultural 
utensil contains the cultural factor is for the discussion culture by the time and the 
spatial perspective drawing. In the different level and process which will mutually 
respond to cultural attribute. 

Integration the above elaboration, its culture space division for the external level, 
the middle tones and the intrinsic level is approved gradually. Lin(2007) identified 
product attribute in three levels. By the local culture's symbolic significance and the 
life shape, are passing through the different level to transform become the different 
creativity style the cultural product. 

Three cultural space levels, when product design must consider the factor, differen-
tiate for the cultural product design attribute, like right side Figure 2 shows. Three 
attributes are: 
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Fig. 2. Three layers and levels of cultural objects and design features (Lin, 2007) 

1 External level: Including color, sense of reality, shape, superficial decorative de-
sign in a utensil, line, detail processing, component composition and so on. 
 
2 Middle level: Covering function, operational, attributes, use convenience, security, 
associative relation and so on; 

3 Internal level: product has special meaning, story. It has sentiment and cultural 
special characteristic and so on. Figure 2 cultural level, the cultural space and the 
culture product design attribute comparison, may take the culture product design the 
reference. 

The cultural commodity is the cultural element which contains in view of the uten-
sil itself performs to carefully examine thinks with the province. Utilization of design, 
seeks its cultural element the new modern appearance, and seeks energetic stratifica-
tion plane satisfying which the utensil uses. This is the difference between cultural 
commodity and general commodity, lay in its culture identity function.  

The cultural product's design should also have its design pattern and procedure. 
The designer must investigates to the cultural representation and meaning, then aims 
at its visible, cultural attributes and so on material, use behavior, ceremony custom, 
consciousness state, invisible spirit, carries on design preparatory works and acquisi-
tion of information, analysis, synthesis such stuff. When the design enters sends 
thinks stage, utilizes each kind method to inspire the idea and design technique, by 
design appropriate cultural news expression on product, achieves the consumer depth 
expectation, triggers its use demand. Finally, by interpretation of cultural cognition, 
designer projects own experience emotion on the product, arouses user's sympathy, 
but achieves the satisfied emotion demand.  
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5   Pingtung County Villages and Towns Designer Designs Model 

Pingtung County chief advocated with all strength the Pingtung characteristic culture 
and sightseeing industry, also promote community overall building, development tribe, 
community's characteristic industry. Cultural Affairs director takes administration goal 
from chief magistrate’s policy that is culture place expansion development to the 
community overall building development, and place cultural building, industry and 
industrial culture, the cultural voluntary worker and each literary arts activity pro-
motes. By the cultural design's method, hoped that the Pingtung County villages' and 
towns' cultural connotation will display in the Pingtung County villages and towns 
characteristic commodity design, this part of students’  instruction creates by work 
together and introduction will as following figures: 

5.1   Safety Key Holder (Fig. 3.) 

Share and build safe fun for the family, pray for blessings with the image of support-
ing each other, with kind phoenix being palace letter all to send heart donate mercy 
shielded and sustained to fail as take place, think, combine tile and special of temple, 
design one group have, pray for blessings key shelf that purpose call, utilize tile key-
ring movement of furnishing with shelf take in, representatives utilize the tiles, the 
ones that built and built up are safe. And while sticking by transparent major parts of 
kinsfolks, choose oneself the role at home sticks the paper, stick it on the tile, repre-
sent traditional united strength of family of Taiwan, and Mazu's blessing. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Safety Key holder 
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5.2   Safety Water Bottle (Fig. 4.) 

The east grand palace cook Wang Ye ship well-known whole Taiwan, ship Taiwan’s 
Wang Ye  to hold a memorial ceremony for allusion quotation, undertake the mission 
of praying for blessings, subduing the calamity, solving strategic point, by sending the 
ship ceremony ceremoniously, ask gods to assist and bless, sees the strategic point of 
the calamity off as gods will leave, make the people receive better life. In the conver-
sion of cultural meaning, borrowed by the metaphor and the tactics of analogizing 
display the model of the kettle and inherent cultural meaning, make image their inter-
esting to transform ' quench one's thirst ' from function of a original one ' solve strate-
gic point ' bicycle with kettle it. The image transforms to the city street at the same 
time, gallop speeds in the wind with the bicycle, kettle like the Taiwan’s Wang Ye  
ship form like throw, move all all worried sorrow of people with fair wind on the sea. 
Respond the long bicycle activity popularized of Cao County at the same time, save 
the earth resource. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Safety water bottle 

5.3   Rice Field Plate (Fig. 5.) 

Writer teach in " whether car pass square-column small house ", fertile meaning of 
capital of fruit image on behalf of poem of the over light, regard " tired " conceptual 
design of word as the fruit ware, incorporate poesy in the products, let people who 
call on the square-column small house take poesy home! This cultural image is 
changed and changed by a spiritual level image, the technique of expression, in order 
to reproduce the poem scene on the fruit ware, by using the fruit ware, let users ex-
perience poem justice. Propose sugarcane conversion of image, can put into the 
toothpick, it is convenient to use. 
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Fig. 5. Rice Field plate 

5.4   Parachute Hunger (Fig. 6.) 

Because the parachute of the normality trains the number of times intensively, often 
the people stop and view and admire, and pay attention to a paratrooper and become 
the most special sign in road safety of Taiwan. Around fish, sesame oil woods stand, 
let, drop from the air, train challenging, hang with parachute jumping fault of interest 
upside down tree Italy picture of hair change; And the paratrooper is for attacking the 
front of defending of country's army, generally enter the first outpost of the tax office  
 

 

Fig. 6. Parachute hunger 
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Fig. 7. Tea cup 

on the door like the stores pylon hanging on the door. Works this " hang almost " 
combine stores pylon with hang upside down tree paratrooper Italy picture of head 
come, change a door with interest stores pylon goods. 

5.5   Tea Cup (Fig. 7.) 

1. Teacup: Hope not to forget the culture of the hometown in the drink tea.  
2. Rub: Study and receive a training, all need to temper and grow up from us constantly.  
3. Black: Archaism say ' one stomach ink ' say this people dark rich intension, have 

much literature attainments.  
 

 

Fig. 8. Wang Ye ship 
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4. Poem: Good at neglecting delineating such one ' family property outside inside 
hardworkingly playing, it is destroyed in and up to that a deed is accomplished 
through taking thought. ' verse that Han Yu burns. 

5.6   Wang Ye Ship (Fig. 8.) 

The design turn into pray for activity to set up decreasing amplitude gradually already 
now, but still there is thick pestilence god's color. Utilize, cook ship Taiwan’s Wang 
Ye  take away image of pestilence come getting to display line spices flat perfume 
sent out, take the bad smell in the environment away by this; Or the brightness 
brought of candle stand ' burns ', it is dark to take away. Appearance develop, can 
display, cook global image of ship Taiwan’s Wang Ye  event more by appearance of 
ship Taiwan’s Wang Ye directly. 
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